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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE 

 

 
Project    St Martins Place 

St Martins Street   

     Tennant Street 

      Birmingham 

B15 1HA 

 

Works Package Floor Finishes  

 

Installation Date June 2020  

 

Contractor Name     Pinnacle Flooring Ltd 

 

Address    Emmanuel Court 

     Reddicroft 

     Sutton Coldfield 

     B73 6AZ 

 

Principle Contact   Scott Myers 

 

Telephone    0121 355 1919 

 

Emergency Number  07973 144321 

 

Email     enquiries@pinnacle.org.uk 
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PRODUCTS 
 

All products that will require periodic maintenance are listed in the table below.  

For details of where each product is installed please refer to the Main Contractors 

finishes schedules and drawings. 

 
 

 

Product 

 

Specification and Colour 

 

Manufacturer 

 

 

Carpet Tiles 
 

 

Tivoli 
Colour – St Lucia Night 20207 
 

 

Burmatex 

 
Entrance Matting  

 

 
Zigga Zagga 

Colour – Night Shadow 
 

 
Jarmart 

 
Carpet Sheet 

 
 

 
Colmore Mayfair 

Colour - Silver 

 
Mercado 

 
Laminate Flooring 

 
Kensington 
Colour - 34352  

 

 
Mercado 
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MANUFACTURER DETAILS 
 

 

All products that will require periodic maintenance are listed in the table below.  

For details of where each product is installed please refer to the Main Contractors 

finishes schedules and drawings. 

 

 
 

Product 

 

 

Details 

 

Carpet 
 

 

 

Burmatex 
Victoria Mills 

Ossett 
West Yorkshire 

WF5 0AN 

t. 01924 262 525 
www.burmatex.co.uk 

 

 

Entrance Matting 
 

 

Jaymart 
Roman Way 

Crusader Park 
Warminster 

BA12 8SP 
t. 01985 218 994 

www.jaymart.co.uk 

 

 

Laminate Flooring and Carpet 
Sheet 

 
 

 

Mercado 
Thornes Farm Way 

Thornes Farm Business Park 
Leeds 

LS9 0AN 
Tel: 0113 380 2800 

Email: sales@mercado.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.burmatex.co.uk/
http://www.jaymart.co.uk/
mailto:sales@mercado.co.uk
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CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

See Appendix 1 

 

You will find all the cleaning instructions available for each flooring product as 

provided by the manufacturer.  Please refer to these before commencing with any 

cleaning works.  Should you need any additional advice about the cleaning of a 

specific product please refer to the manufacturer direct. 

 

 

 

WARRANTY INFORMATION 
 
See Appendix 2 

 

You will find all warranty information provided by the manufacturer.  Please note 

that not all material is covered by a manufacturer warranty. 

 

 

 

SPARES AND REPAIRS 
 

Pinnacle Flooring Ltd can offer you a comprehensive service for repairing 

damaged flooring or hygienic wall cladding.  We can also assist with the provision 

of spares for your own use.  Please call us on 0121 355 1919 to speak to a 

member of our team or send us an email to enquiries@pinnacle.org.uk. 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX 1 



 INSTALLATION OF BURMATEX SHEET AND TILE CARPETS 
(revised March 2015) 

 

 
 

CARPET TILE MAINTENANCE GUIDE  

INTRODUCTION 
All carpets require maintenance to optimise wear life, performance and appearance retention. This guide 
explains the basic principles of effective carpet maintenance and we recommend that these proposals are 
implemented immediately after installation.  
The most important point to make when discussing the cleaning and maintenance of a carpet tile 
installation is that it is more effective to maintain the installation form day one on a planned maintenance 
basis than to carry out major restorative cleaning when the carpet becomes excessively soiled.  
The performance of the carpet is dependent on several factors:  

• Construction and Colour  
• Effective Barrier Matting  
• Correct Installation  
• Planned Maintenance  

 
Often the carpet is reported as wearing badly or being ‘worn out’ after a relatively short period of time in 
use. In fact the carpet is usually found to have lost appearance as a result of infrequent or improper 
cleaning. Improper cleaning can cause a build-up of residual cleaning agents which will lead to rapid 
resoiling and matting of the pile.  
A planned maintenance programme will usually consist of frequent ‘preventative’ cleans for selected high 
traffic areas, augmented periodically by more intensive ‘corrective’ cleaning treatments.  

Barrier Matting 
The use of barrier matting in all external doorways and junctions between dirty areas and carpeted areas 
will significantly reduce the amount of soiling reaching the carpet. 80% of all soiling will be walked into the 
building from outside and once in the carpet it is likely to be trafficked further into the building.  
Installing effective barrier matting can prevent most of this soiling. Obviously, the greater number of steps 
taken on the entrance matting, the more effective it will be in removing dirt. These mats must be regularly 
cleaned or replaced to prevent the build-up of soil, otherwise they become ineffective.  
For specific areas of heavy soiling such as vending areas, kitchens and print rooms, we recommend a hard 
floor covering as this type of flooring can be easily wiped clean of spills. Should carpet tiles be installed in 
such areas, protective plastic or neoprene mats should be placed over the carpets where spills occur?  

Vacuum Cleaning 
A good vacuuming programme is essential to successful carpet maintenance as it reduces the frequency of 
periodic maintenance procedures required to maintain clean carpet. In addition to removing soil, vacuum 
cleaning also helps to lift and restore pile. Proper equipment and technique are critical to the success of a 
vacuuming program.  
Machines with cylinder brushes should be used and set so that brushes are in contact with pile surfaces. 
Twin motor machines with independent motors for suction and brushing are preferred for this task. Upright 
vacuum sweepers are best for this work while cylinder and back pack type machines are unsuitable for the 
cleaning of contract carpets and therefore not recommended.  
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 INSTALLATION OF BURMATEX SHEET AND TILE CARPETS 
(revised March 2015) 

 

 
All carpet should be vacuumed daily. Heavy traffic areas such as lobbies, entryways and barrier mats, 
particularly those exposed to various weather conditions, may require more frequent vacuuming to 
prevent dirt and dry soiling from being tracked into other areas of the installation.  

Spot Removal  
The key to spot removal is to treat them as quickly as possible. The longer the spillage is left on the carpet, 
the more difficult it will be to remove. Certain types of spots will, if left unattended, attract more soil and, if 
sticky, the spilled substance will be walked elsewhere by shoe soles.  
The treatment of spots should be as follows:  

• Remove as much of the spillage as you can by gently scraping with a blunt knife.  
• Blot up any remaining liquid spillage with an absorbent cloth or paper towel.  
• Treat with an approved spotting agent following manufacturer’s instructions.  
• burmatex® recommend the use of the Prochem Spot Cleaning Kit 

Planned Maintenance  
Carpet is often allowed to soil heavily over a long period of time before professional cleaning is 
contemplated. However, the cleaning of neglected carpet is likely to be expensive and there is no 
guarantee that the carpet will be restored to a near-new appearance.  
The basis of planned maintenance is the regular cleaning of those areas that are regularly trafficked, 
typically only 20-30% of an installation. Consequently, planned maintenance is cost effective and maintains 
the appearance of the carpet at a high standard at all times.  
The required frequency and method of cleaning will be determined by product type, colour, traffic intensity 
and soiling type and will vary widely from one installation to another.  
If a planned maintenance programme is followed through, the need for intensive wall to wall cleaning by 
wet extraction or shampooing may only be required once a year. The timing of deep cleans will be 
determined by the cleaning contractor based on an assessment of the type of soiling, the traffic frequently 
and the location within the building. The method used for periodic corrective cleans will usually be hot 
water extraction, however other methods of cleaning may be more suitable in certain instances and you 
should consult our technical department for advice.  
 
 
Corrective cleaning should always be carried out by professional carpet cleaners. burmatex® recommends 
the following companies  
Prochem Ltd (Telephone: 02089741515)  
Wrennals Carpet Care Ltd (Telephone: 01772 435739)  
 

Replacement of Damaged Tiles  
One of the major benefits of carpet tiles is that irretrievably damaged tiles can be easily replaced. When 
replacing tiles, bear in mind that a brand new tile will always look slightly different to surrounding tiles, 
which have had some use.  
If tiles have been removed to allow access to underfloor services, care should be taken to replace the tiles 
with the directional arrows on the back of the tile facing the same way as the main installation; otherwise 
the tile will appear prominent. 
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 INSTALLATION OF BURMATEX SHEET AND TILE CARPETS 
(revised March 2015) 

 

 
Spot Cleaning Instructions 
 

STAIN  TREATMENT  

Asphalt/ Tar  White spirit or solvent spot remover followed by dry foam carpet shampoo or hot 
water extraction  

Alcoholic drink  Luke-warm mild detergent solution  
Ballpoint Ink  Water then solvent spot remover  

Blood  
Apply cold water first, then a strong solution (1 teaspoon in ½ pint of water) of 
biological washing powder in cold water, if stain persists. (Enzymes will digest 
majority of the stain)  

Butter  Scrape off, apply solvent spot remover followed by dry foam carpet shampoo  
Candle-Wax  Scrape off, apply solvent spot remover followed by dry foam carpet shampoo  

Chewing Gum  Apply freeze spray chewing gum remover, scrape the residue, then carpet 
shampoo.  

Chocolate  Cold water followed by dry foam carpet shampoo  
Coca Cola  Water or mild detergent solution  

Coffee, Cocoa or Drinking Chocolate  Wash immediately with cold or warm mild detergent solution, followed by solvent 
spot remover to remove residual fat.  

Cigarette Burns  

Scrape off carefully using a sharp short bladed knife, then treat with a lukewarm 
mild detergent solution. In the case of a severe burn on burmatex® carpet, a leather 
punch (1½” diameter) can be used to cut out the burn and then the area filled by a 
circle from the carpet remnants.  

Egg  Cold water followed by a solution of biological washing powder or mild detergent 
solution.  

Excrement  Mild detergent solution.  
Felt Marker  Wash immediately with water and if necessary with solvent spot remover  
Fat, Oil or Grease  Solvent spot remover followed by mild detergent solution.  

Fat containing Foodstuffs  Lukewarm biological washing powder solution (1 teaspoon in ½ pint of warm 
water). If stain persists after drying, solvent spot remover can be used.  

Ink  First water then solvent spot remover  
Jam  Lukewarm water, mild detergent solution  
Lipstick  Solvent spot remover followed by mild detergent solution  
Milk  Solvent spot remover followed by dry foam carpet shampoo.  
Nail Varnish  Acetone (not nail varnish remover)  
Oil Paint  Apply white spirit immediately. Old oil paint stains are very difficult to remove.  

Plasticine  Scrape off then use chewing gum freeze spray. Scrape again, then use solvent spot 
remover.  

Rust  See specialist cleaner for removal.  

Red Wine  Apply cold water first, then a solution (1 teaspoon in ½ pint of water) of biological 
washing powder in cold water.  

Shoe Polish  Solvent spot remover or white spirit.  
Soot  Vacuum then treat with dry foam carpet shampoo.  
Tea  Lukewarm mild detergent solution.  

Urine  Diluted white vinegar solution (acetic acid) followed by mild detergent solution. For 
old stains consult a professional cleaner.  

Vomit  Mild detergent solution then treat with diluted protein spot remover  
White Wine  Water then mild detergent if necessary.  

 
Spot remover kit available from Prochem Ltd. and their distributors (Tel: 0208-974-1515) 
Solvent spot remover is a generic term for proprietary preparations, which can be obtained at local 
hardware shops. Compositions can vary so due care to the instructions on the label should be taken. 
 

On-site Cleaning 
Hot water extraction is recommended provided the carpet/carpet tile has been properly installed with the 
correct adhesive. If necessary, contact Prochem for details on equipment, chemicals or cleaning problems 
on 0208-974-1515 
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Manufacturers & Stockist Distributors of:
Commercial & Industrial Safety Floorings,
Entrance Matting Systems & Specialist Mats
& Floorcoverings

Safety Flooring & Matting

Systems

Entrance Matting Systems

(Aluminium, Coir, Rubber

Polypropylene, Nylon etc.)

& Matwell Frames

Rubber Flooring Systems

(Round Studded, Square

Studded, Ribbed, Slate, 

Chequered, Hammer,

Terrazzo, Smooth etc.)

Safety Stair Treads & 

Nosings

Specialist Floorings &

Mattings

(Golf Spike Resistant, Ice

Skate Resistant, Oil &

Grease Resistant, Low 

Smoke Emission/Fire

Resistant, Cigarette Burn

Resistant, Anti-Static, etc.)

Interlocking Looselay 

Flooring Tiles & Mattings

Duckboard Safety Mattings

(Vinyl, Rubber, etc.) for wet

areas

Artificial Grass Carpeting

Indoor/Outdoor

Natural Fibre Carpeting

(Coir, Seagrass, Sisal etc.)

Recycled Environmentally 

Friendly Floorcoverings

Lettered/Logo Mats

Chair Mats for Office

Carpet Protection

Foyer/Hallway/Entrance

Carpeting

Carpeting and Flooring

Protection Systems

Jaymart Rubber & Plastics Ltd Tel: (01985) 218994 Directors: Registered Office c/o CIVVALS,

Roman Way Fax: (01985) 217417 M.E.Bunyard Chartered Accountants,

Crusader Park Email: sales@jaymart.co.uk P.A.Macfarlane 50 Seymour Street,

Warminster Website: www.jaymart.co.uk F.M.Byrom London W1H 7JG

Wiltshire, BA12 8SP P.R.Macfarlane ` Registered No. 914626

“ZIGAZAGA” Ribbed Polypropylene Entrance Matting

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Regular maintenance is vital to ensure that “Zigazaga” remains effective.

Daily Cleaning

Normal daily soiling can be dealt with using a suction vacuum cleaner. A A higher wattage model 
will give better results than a lower powered model. The use of rubber bladed wet floor tool 
attachment should increase the effectiveness of the cleaning. Brushing against the pile will help 
to keep fibres raised.

Periodic Maintenance

Best results can be achieved by the periodic use of a spray or dry extraction carpet cleaning 
machine or, where possible, by the removal of the matting for pressure washing or steam 
cleaning.

The use of a mild detergent (neutral pH) cleaning solution in the carpet cleaning machine should 
loosen ingrained soiling and aid the removal of oils and grease. More stubborn stains should be 
treated a solvent based spot remover prior to re-cleaning with the detergent solution.

Chewing Gum can be removed by freeze spraying or with a proprietary chewing gum remover 
and then scraped or combed out of the matting carpet pile. This should be done before the full 
cleaning process is started.
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Carpet Sheet and Carpet Tile Goods 

 
GUARANTEE & GUARANTEE PERIOD 
 
This guarantee is provided by Burmatex Limited (registered in England and Wales with company 
number 00596538), whose registered office is at Victoria Mills, Ossett, West Yorkshire, WF5 0AN 
and whose VAT number is GB168959493 (“Burmatex”). 
 
In this guarantee, references to the “Guarantee Holder” means the first owner of the Goods who 
purchased the Goods either from Burmatex or from a flooring contractor supplied directly by 
Burmatex. 
 
Burmatex hereby guarantee to the Guarantee Holder all Burmatex carpet sheet and Burmatex 
carpet tile goods (the “Goods”) against material defects in design, material or workmanship for a 
period of 10 years. 
 
Where the Guarantee Holder is a natural person who has purchased the Goods for purposes that 
are outside of their business (a “Consumer”), this guarantee is effective from the date of delivery 
by Burmatex, or its agent, to the Consumer/Guarantee Holder. 
 
Where the Guarantee Holder is not a Consumer, this guarantee is effective from the date that 
Burmatex receives payment in full, cleared funds for the Goods. 
 
This guarantee applies to all Goods manufactured by Burmatex, whether sold in the United 
Kingdom or in any other country. 
 
 

GUARANTEE CONDITIONS 
 
The Guarantee Holder shall: 
 

(a) not misuse the Goods or allow them to be misused; 

(b) clean and maintain the Goods in accordance with any guidance provided by 
Burmatex, including without limitation guidance as to care and cleaning provided on 
the Burmatex website at www.burmatex.co.uk (the “Burmatex Maintenance 
Regime”); 

(c) unless the Guarantee Holder is a Consumer, maintain weekly, monthly and annual 
records demonstrating compliance with the Burmatex Maintenance Regime; and 

(d) use appropriate entrance barrier matting (where recommended by Burmatex, 
whether orally or in writing and whether in relation to a specific installation or in 
general written guidance). 

 
 
The Guarantee will not apply unless the Goods are installed: 
 

http://www.burmatex.co.uk/


(a) appropriately and in accordance with any applicable regulations and any written or 
oral guidance provided by Burmatex (including without limitation advice made 
available on the Burmatex website at www.burmatex.co.uk); and 

(b) on sub-floor proprietary products that are manufactured by a Burmatex-approved 
manufacturer. 

 
This Guarantee will not apply where: 
 

(a) the use to which the Goods are put (including without limitation the level of traffic 
using the Goods) differs from the use recommended by Burmatex for the Goods in 
question; 

(b) the Goods are repaired or removed by anyone other than Burmatex.  
 
Failure to comply with the conditions set out in this guarantee document will render the guarantee 
invalid. 
 

 
DEFECTS NOT COVERED BY THE GUARANTEE 
 
This guarantee is only a guarantee against defective materials. The guarantee does not apply to 
any other defects in the Goods including, without limitation, any defects in the Goods which are 
caused by: 
  

(a) Defective installation or handling of the Goods during installation; 
(b) any risk normally covered by standard household/contents/buildings/business 

premises insurance policies (whether or not the Guarantee Holder has such 
insurance policies) including, without limitation, insurance against fire and 
flooding;  

(c) Structural failures in the building in which the Goods have been installed;  
(d) Failure of any fixture, fitting or component of the building in which the Goods 

have been installed, including without limitation sub-floor proprietary materials 
(unless supplied by Burmatex);  

(e) Failure of the Guarantee Holder or any employee, agent or contractor engaged 
by the Guarantee Holder to comply with any of the conditions of this guarantee;  

(f) Wilful damage, abnormal use, negligence (other than negligence of Burmatex), 
or failure to follow Burmatex’s written instructions. 

 
For the avoidance of any doubt, this guarantee does not relate to or cover any loss or damage to 
the Guarantee Holder’s building or contents.  

 

 
MAKING A CLAIM 
 
In order to make a valid claim under this guarantee, the Guarantee Holder shall: 
 

(a) notify Burmatex in writing, with full details of the relevant defect in the Goods as soon 
as reasonably possible after the relevant defect becomes known to the Guarantee 
Holder and in any event prior to expiry of the guarantee period; and 

(b) provide Burmatex with this guarantee certificate and the invoice relating to the supply 
and fitting of the Goods. 

 

http://www.burmatex.co.uk/


The Guarantee Holder shall provide Burmatex or its agents with safe access at reasonable times 
and on reasonable notice to allow for inspection of the claim and (if the claim is valid and 
accepted by Burmatex) any repair of the defective Goods. 

 
Where the Guarantee Holder has a valid claim under this guarantee, Burmatex’s sole liability will 
be at its sole discretion to either: 
 

(a) replace the defective Goods free of charge; or 
(b) refund to the Guarantee Holder an amount equal to the area of defective Goods (in 

square metres) multiplied by the price per square metre paid by the Guarantee Holder for 
the Goods.  

 
 
For the avoidance of any doubt, where Burmatex is required to replace defective Goods under 
this guarantee, it will only replace those parts of the Goods that display material defects in design, 
material or workmanship and will not replace any other part of the Goods. 
 
Replacement Goods will not benefit from any further guarantee period and will be deemed to be 
part of the original supply of Goods for the purposes of this guarantee. 
 
All notices to be addressed to Burmatex under this Guarantee shall be addressed to: 
Technical Services, Burmatex Ltd, Victoria Mills, The Green, Ossett, West Yorkshire, WF5 0AN. 
 
 

STATUTORY RIGHTS 
 
If the Guarantee Holder is a Consumer, this guarantee is in addition to its legal rights where 
Goods are faulty or do not conform with the contract of sale. Details of these legal rights can be 
obtained from the Citizens Advice Bureau (in the UK) or a solicitor. 
 



Zigazaga – Indoor/Outdoor heavy duty chevron herringbone ribbed  

polypropylene carpeting 1150g/m² yarn weight – waffle backed 

Limited 10 Years Warranty 

 

Limited Warranty 

Jaymart warrants that its Zigazaga entrance matting when installed using Jaymart's recommended 
procedures, shall perform in accordance with their published specifications and shall be free from 

manufacturing defects under normal use for a period of 2 years from the date of its original installation. 
 
Zigazaga is warranted to withstand the onset of premature wear, for the aforementioned duration. It is 

expected that the matting will show signs of wear before the warranty period is complete. Mere optical defects 

will not be considered as cases of warranty involving Jaymart's responsibility. This is the sole and exclusive 

warranty provided by Jaymart and Jaymart makes no other warranty, either express or implied, of any kind 
including, without limitation, any warranty of merchantability or fitness for particular purpose. 

 

Limitation of Remedies 

Replacement will be provided only after Jaymart's inspection of the products and its agreement to the 

defective condition. Jaymart and its representative must be permitted reasonable access to facilities for the 

inspection and testing of the product. All claims for defect shall be deemed waived unless made in writing 

delivered to Jaymart or Jaymart's Distributor during the warranty period and no later than thirty days after 

discovery of the defect. Purchaser and end-user have the sole responsibility to properly install and maintain 

the products. Jaymart shall have no obligation to replace any product which has been subject to misuse 

neglect, accident or abuse, or which has not been installed or maintained in accordance with Jaymart's 

written instructions, or which has been exposed to undue wear and tear. In addition to the foregoing 

limitations, Jaymart's limited replacement warranty shall not cover surface stains including asphalt, driveway 
sealer dye, dissatisfaction due to improper installation or maintenance, damage from improper maintenance 

or usage or general misuse, including, without limitation, burns, cuts, tears, scratches, scuffs, indentation 

damage from rolling loads, damage or discolouration from adhesives or floor care products not recommended 

by Jaymart.  

 

Limitation of Liability 

Jaymart's total, complete and exclusive liability hereunder shall be limited to replacement of defective 

products as provided herein and shall not exceed the value of the defective products furnished. Purchaser and 

end-user waive all other remedies, warranties and liabilities of any kind, express or implied, whether arising 

by operation of law or otherwise. Jaymart shall not be liable for loss of profits, direct, indirect, incidental, 

special, consequential or other damages under this limited warranty or from any cause whatsoever, whether 

based upon warranty, negligence, strict liability or otherwise. 
 

If you experience any problem with Jaymart matting, please contact the contractor who installed the flooring 

to help identify whether the problem is related to manufacturing, installation or maintenance. Retain all 

information and documents until the problem is resolved. 

 

If the problem is manufacturing related and you are not satisfied with the contractor's response, please notify 

Jaymart in writing and explain the problem thoroughly. 

 

Jaymart Rubber & Plastics Ltd 

Roman Way 

Crusader Park 

Warminster 
Wiltshire 

BA12 8SP 

Tel:  (01985) 218994 

Fax:  (01985) 217417 

Email: sales@jaymart.co.uk 

 

After Jaymart is so notified, Jaymart reserves the right to have an authorised Jaymart representative 

inspect and verify the defect to determine whether replacement will be provided under the terms of this 

limited warranty. 
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“ZIGAZAGA” Ribbed Polypropylene Entrance Matting

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Regular maintenance is vital to ensure that “Zigazaga” remains effective.

Daily Cleaning

Normal daily soiling can be dealt with using a suction vacuum cleaner. A A higher wattage model 
will give better results than a lower powered model. The use of rubber bladed wet floor tool 
attachment should increase the effectiveness of the cleaning. Brushing against the pile will help 
to keep fibres raised.

Periodic Maintenance

Best results can be achieved by the periodic use of a spray or dry extraction carpet cleaning 
machine or, where possible, by the removal of the matting for pressure washing or steam 
cleaning.

The use of a mild detergent (neutral pH) cleaning solution in the carpet cleaning machine should 
loosen ingrained soiling and aid the removal of oils and grease. More stubborn stains should be 
treated a solvent based spot remover prior to re-cleaning with the detergent solution.

Chewing Gum can be removed by freeze spraying or with a proprietary chewing gum remover 
and then scraped or combed out of the matting carpet pile. This should be done before the full 
cleaning process is started.



Carpet warranty guide
All of our carpets and carpet tiles are covered by a wear warranty as 
detailed in this guide.



Real peace of mind

Our warranties ensure your floorcovering will be protected to suit your requirements and your budget. With a range 

of warranties from 5 years to a life-time, you can choose a floorcovering that’s right for you.

Lifestyle Floors warranties cover the wear and staining of our carpets and the wear of our resilient flooring, including 

laminate, wood, LVT design floors and vinyl.

There are two types of stain warranties – one that covers LIFE-PROOF carpets and carpet tiles and the other which 

covers most of our other carpet ranges, excluding ranges containing wool.

Wear warranty

Within the wear warranty period, our carpet and carpet tile ranges are guaranteed against wearing through   

the pile to the primary backing in an area bigger than a diameter of 10cm. Our carpet tile collection will not shrink, 

warp or otherwise change their appearance within the wear warranty period.

LIFE-PROOF stain warranty

Please see the separate information sheet for details of our LIFE-PROOF stain warranty.

Carpet stain warranty

Within the stain warranty period, applicable ranges will resist food and beverage stains.

Wear and stain warranty conditions

 • The carpet must be professionally fitted to BS5325:2001 standards.

 • The warranties cover domestic use in your single-family home in the UK or Channel Islands and you are  

  unable to transfer this warranty without prior written authority from Lifestyle Floors.

 • You need to closely follow our cleaning instructions, promptly clean spills AND have your carpet professionally 

  cleaned once every 2-3 years, keeping all receipts.

 • Minimal variations in colour, shape or texture between samples or brochure illustrations and the actual floor  

  covering are not covered.

 • The stain warranty does not cover damage due to appliance of chemicals or the use of cleaning methods  

  which are not recommended in the carpet cleaning guide or where there is evidence of heavy soiling, abuse  

  or neglect. It also does not cover stains from products containing pigment dyes e.g. mustard.

 • When claiming on the stain warranty, claims must include a letter from a professional cleaner describing the  

  spot and the cleaning procedures used, with a statement that the spot could not be removed. Lifestyle Floors 

  may elect to have its cleaner re-service the spot. If this service removes the spot, the consumer shall pay for  

  this service.

Carpet warranty guide



Carpet warranty guide

  If Lifestyle Floors determines that a stain persists and that all warranty conditions have been met, the

  Lifestyle Floors retailer will compensate the owner for the original material cost of the carpet for the area  

  directly affected.

 • Excluded from this warranty is normal wear and tear and discolouration as a result of direct and

  prolonged sunlight.
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Carpet Sheet and Carpet Tile Goods 

 
GUARANTEE & GUARANTEE PERIOD 
 
This guarantee is provided by Burmatex Limited (registered in England and Wales with company 
number 00596538), whose registered office is at Victoria Mills, Ossett, West Yorkshire, WF5 0AN 
and whose VAT number is GB168959493 (“Burmatex”). 
 
In this guarantee, references to the “Guarantee Holder” means the first owner of the Goods who 
purchased the Goods either from Burmatex or from a flooring contractor supplied directly by 
Burmatex. 
 
Burmatex hereby guarantee to the Guarantee Holder all Burmatex carpet sheet and Burmatex 
carpet tile goods (the “Goods”) against material defects in design, material or workmanship for a 
period of 10 years. 
 
Where the Guarantee Holder is a natural person who has purchased the Goods for purposes that 
are outside of their business (a “Consumer”), this guarantee is effective from the date of delivery 
by Burmatex, or its agent, to the Consumer/Guarantee Holder. 
 
Where the Guarantee Holder is not a Consumer, this guarantee is effective from the date that 
Burmatex receives payment in full, cleared funds for the Goods. 
 
This guarantee applies to all Goods manufactured by Burmatex, whether sold in the United 
Kingdom or in any other country. 
 
 

GUARANTEE CONDITIONS 
 
The Guarantee Holder shall: 
 

(a) not misuse the Goods or allow them to be misused; 

(b) clean and maintain the Goods in accordance with any guidance provided by 
Burmatex, including without limitation guidance as to care and cleaning provided on 
the Burmatex website at www.burmatex.co.uk (the “Burmatex Maintenance 
Regime”); 

(c) unless the Guarantee Holder is a Consumer, maintain weekly, monthly and annual 
records demonstrating compliance with the Burmatex Maintenance Regime; and 

(d) use appropriate entrance barrier matting (where recommended by Burmatex, 
whether orally or in writing and whether in relation to a specific installation or in 
general written guidance). 

 
 
The Guarantee will not apply unless the Goods are installed: 
 

http://www.burmatex.co.uk/


(a) appropriately and in accordance with any applicable regulations and any written or 
oral guidance provided by Burmatex (including without limitation advice made 
available on the Burmatex website at www.burmatex.co.uk); and 

(b) on sub-floor proprietary products that are manufactured by a Burmatex-approved 
manufacturer. 

 
This Guarantee will not apply where: 
 

(a) the use to which the Goods are put (including without limitation the level of traffic 
using the Goods) differs from the use recommended by Burmatex for the Goods in 
question; 

(b) the Goods are repaired or removed by anyone other than Burmatex.  
 
Failure to comply with the conditions set out in this guarantee document will render the guarantee 
invalid. 
 

 
DEFECTS NOT COVERED BY THE GUARANTEE 
 
This guarantee is only a guarantee against defective materials. The guarantee does not apply to 
any other defects in the Goods including, without limitation, any defects in the Goods which are 
caused by: 
  

(a) Defective installation or handling of the Goods during installation; 
(b) any risk normally covered by standard household/contents/buildings/business 

premises insurance policies (whether or not the Guarantee Holder has such 
insurance policies) including, without limitation, insurance against fire and 
flooding;  

(c) Structural failures in the building in which the Goods have been installed;  
(d) Failure of any fixture, fitting or component of the building in which the Goods 

have been installed, including without limitation sub-floor proprietary materials 
(unless supplied by Burmatex);  

(e) Failure of the Guarantee Holder or any employee, agent or contractor engaged 
by the Guarantee Holder to comply with any of the conditions of this guarantee;  

(f) Wilful damage, abnormal use, negligence (other than negligence of Burmatex), 
or failure to follow Burmatex’s written instructions. 

 
For the avoidance of any doubt, this guarantee does not relate to or cover any loss or damage to 
the Guarantee Holder’s building or contents.  

 

 
MAKING A CLAIM 
 
In order to make a valid claim under this guarantee, the Guarantee Holder shall: 
 

(a) notify Burmatex in writing, with full details of the relevant defect in the Goods as soon 
as reasonably possible after the relevant defect becomes known to the Guarantee 
Holder and in any event prior to expiry of the guarantee period; and 

(b) provide Burmatex with this guarantee certificate and the invoice relating to the supply 
and fitting of the Goods. 

 

http://www.burmatex.co.uk/


The Guarantee Holder shall provide Burmatex or its agents with safe access at reasonable times 
and on reasonable notice to allow for inspection of the claim and (if the claim is valid and 
accepted by Burmatex) any repair of the defective Goods. 

 
Where the Guarantee Holder has a valid claim under this guarantee, Burmatex’s sole liability will 
be at its sole discretion to either: 
 

(a) replace the defective Goods free of charge; or 
(b) refund to the Guarantee Holder an amount equal to the area of defective Goods (in 

square metres) multiplied by the price per square metre paid by the Guarantee Holder for 
the Goods.  

 
 
For the avoidance of any doubt, where Burmatex is required to replace defective Goods under 
this guarantee, it will only replace those parts of the Goods that display material defects in design, 
material or workmanship and will not replace any other part of the Goods. 
 
Replacement Goods will not benefit from any further guarantee period and will be deemed to be 
part of the original supply of Goods for the purposes of this guarantee. 
 
All notices to be addressed to Burmatex under this Guarantee shall be addressed to: 
Technical Services, Burmatex Ltd, Victoria Mills, The Green, Ossett, West Yorkshire, WF5 0AN. 
 
 

STATUTORY RIGHTS 
 
If the Guarantee Holder is a Consumer, this guarantee is in addition to its legal rights where 
Goods are faulty or do not conform with the contract of sale. Details of these legal rights can be 
obtained from the Citizens Advice Bureau (in the UK) or a solicitor. 
 



Zigazaga – Indoor/Outdoor heavy duty chevron herringbone ribbed  

polypropylene carpeting 1150g/m² yarn weight – waffle backed 

Limited 10 Years Warranty 

 

Limited Warranty 

Jaymart warrants that its Zigazaga entrance matting when installed using Jaymart's recommended 
procedures, shall perform in accordance with their published specifications and shall be free from 

manufacturing defects under normal use for a period of 2 years from the date of its original installation. 
 
Zigazaga is warranted to withstand the onset of premature wear, for the aforementioned duration. It is 

expected that the matting will show signs of wear before the warranty period is complete. Mere optical defects 

will not be considered as cases of warranty involving Jaymart's responsibility. This is the sole and exclusive 

warranty provided by Jaymart and Jaymart makes no other warranty, either express or implied, of any kind 
including, without limitation, any warranty of merchantability or fitness for particular purpose. 

 

Limitation of Remedies 

Replacement will be provided only after Jaymart's inspection of the products and its agreement to the 

defective condition. Jaymart and its representative must be permitted reasonable access to facilities for the 

inspection and testing of the product. All claims for defect shall be deemed waived unless made in writing 

delivered to Jaymart or Jaymart's Distributor during the warranty period and no later than thirty days after 

discovery of the defect. Purchaser and end-user have the sole responsibility to properly install and maintain 

the products. Jaymart shall have no obligation to replace any product which has been subject to misuse 

neglect, accident or abuse, or which has not been installed or maintained in accordance with Jaymart's 

written instructions, or which has been exposed to undue wear and tear. In addition to the foregoing 

limitations, Jaymart's limited replacement warranty shall not cover surface stains including asphalt, driveway 
sealer dye, dissatisfaction due to improper installation or maintenance, damage from improper maintenance 

or usage or general misuse, including, without limitation, burns, cuts, tears, scratches, scuffs, indentation 

damage from rolling loads, damage or discolouration from adhesives or floor care products not recommended 

by Jaymart.  

 

Limitation of Liability 

Jaymart's total, complete and exclusive liability hereunder shall be limited to replacement of defective 

products as provided herein and shall not exceed the value of the defective products furnished. Purchaser and 

end-user waive all other remedies, warranties and liabilities of any kind, express or implied, whether arising 

by operation of law or otherwise. Jaymart shall not be liable for loss of profits, direct, indirect, incidental, 

special, consequential or other damages under this limited warranty or from any cause whatsoever, whether 

based upon warranty, negligence, strict liability or otherwise. 
 

If you experience any problem with Jaymart matting, please contact the contractor who installed the flooring 

to help identify whether the problem is related to manufacturing, installation or maintenance. Retain all 

information and documents until the problem is resolved. 

 

If the problem is manufacturing related and you are not satisfied with the contractor's response, please notify 

Jaymart in writing and explain the problem thoroughly. 

 

Jaymart Rubber & Plastics Ltd 

Roman Way 

Crusader Park 

Warminster 
Wiltshire 

BA12 8SP 

Tel:  (01985) 218994 

Fax:  (01985) 217417 

Email: sales@jaymart.co.uk 

 

After Jaymart is so notified, Jaymart reserves the right to have an authorised Jaymart representative 

inspect and verify the defect to determine whether replacement will be provided under the terms of this 

limited warranty. 



Mercado Warranty Info  

 

Colmore Mayfair has a 12 year wear warranty and a lifetime stain warranty 

Colmore Kensington has a  5 year commercial warranty. 

 

 

Regards  

Jody Shaw 

Northern Sales Manager 

Mercado 

07940 510976 
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Product Name
Product Description
Pile Yarn Description
Tile Dimensions
Pile Yarn Weight
Total Weight
Pile Height
Total Thickness
Gauge/ends per 10cm
Tufts per m2 / Pile Density
Backing Description
Wear Classification
Luxury Rating Class
Flammability
Thermal Resistance
Castor Chair Rating
Hexapod
Static Loading
Dynamic Loading
Body Voltage Test
Colour Fastness To Light
Colour Fastness To Shampoo
Sound Absorption Coefficient
Reduction in Impact Noise
Reduction in Impact Noise at 1000Hz
Number Of Tiles/Planks Per Box

Tivoli / Tivoli Online / Tivoli Multiline
Low Level Loop
100% Solution Dyed Nylon (Polyamide-PA)
50 cm x 50 cm, 25 cm x 100 cm (planks)
600g/m2 +/-10%

4050g/m2 +/-10%

4.0mm +/-10%

6.5mm +/-10%

1/10th gauge 50 stitches
196,500/m2 +/-10%

Accummen™, 75% recycled
BS EN 1307 Heavy Commercial Use Class 33
LC2
Euroclass Bfl-s1
Tog Rating 0.39; ISO 8302: 0.04 m2K/W
BS EN 985 Pass - suitable for continuous use
BS ISO 10361: Method B:2000 3 to 4
BS 4939: 1987 (2003) Recovery >80% (24hrs)
BS ISO 2094: 1999 (2005) Loss <20% (1000 impacts)
BS ISO 6356:2000 <2kV
BS EN ISO 105 – B02 Minimum Grade 6
BS 1006:UK-TB: 1990 Minimum Grade 4-5
BS EN 354:2003
BS EN ISO 10140-3:2010 23dB
BS EN ISO 10140-3:2010 35.6dB
20 (5m2)

07
0338-CPD-1005
EN 14041:2004

Ra

Burmatex Ltd
Victoria Mills, The Green
Ossett, West Yorkshire 
WF5 0AN
United Kingdom

T +44 (0) 1924 262 525
F +44 (0) 1924 280 033
UK email: projects@burmatex.co.uk
International email: international@burmatex.co.uk
www.burmatex.co.uk

Burmatex reserves the right to improve the specification of all 
products without prior notification. E&OE
Burmatex carpets and carpet tiles should be installed and 
used in full accordance with instructions at www.burmatex.
co.uk and recognised trade standards.
Orders are subject to Burmatex terms and conditions of sale. 
See: www.burmatex.co.uk

environmental information
• Burmatex products achieve either A or A+ across all the BREEAM defined building applications 

For specific rating, please refer to www.breeam.co.uk
• Burmatex products qualify for SKA as they achieve one or more requested criteria
• All Burmatex carpet/carpet tile ranges are made at its single UK manufacturing site
• Wherever possible, raw materials including yarn/fibre are sourced locally i.e. within 20 miles
• Over 75% of Burmatex AccummenTM backing comes from recycled materials
• Continuous assessment and improvement of manufacturing process to minimise use of raw materials/power
• All manufacturing waste is recycled and all electricity used is from renewable resources
• All Burmatex products are heavy contract with a 10 year guarantee for maximum useful life
• Certified, Class A+: very-low VOC Emission 

LEED® v4 - Burmatex products can contribute towards satisfying the following credits for LEED v4: NC-v4/CI-v4 MRc2/MRc3 (Building product disclosure and 
optimization - environmental product declarations), MRc3/MRc4 (Building product disclosure and optimization – sourcing of raw materials), EQc1 (Enhanced 
indoor air quality strategies), EQc2 (Low-emitting materials), EQc6 (Interior lighting – Option 2. Lighting quality (E – H)) and EQc9 (Acoustic Performance). 
Products are not reviewed under LEED. LEED credit requirements cover the performance of materials in aggregate, not the performance of individual products 
or brands.  For more information on LEED, visit www.usgbc.org/contact

For best results
we recommend*

Tivoli tiles

Tivoli Multiline tiles

Quarter TurnMonolithic

Quarter Turn

Tivoli Online tiles

Quarter Turn

Brick

*All tiles within these designs 
are unique and any linear  

aspects may not match from 
one tile to the next

Half-drop

Herringbone

Random-drop

Tivoli & 
Tivoli Multiline planks

Issue July 2018

 

This floor covering was made 
with renewable electricity

Environmental Profiles 
Scheme Certificate Number 
ENP353

br
e G

LO
bAL LISTeD 

 

U K A S
prodUct

certificAtion

007

Certificate Number FM01440
BS EN ISO 9001:2015

 

 

UKAS
MAnAGeMent

SYSteMS

003

bsi.

Statement on level of emission 
of volatile substances in indoor 
air posing a toxic threat during 
inhaling – on a scale from A+ 
(very low-emission) to C (high-
emission)

The Building 
Information Foundation, 
Finland. Certified 
building materials with 
low emission class M1



Product code tiles Product code planks Product colour name CIE Y CIE L

20201 N/A guyana moss 9.06 36.10

20202 21102 bermuda lime 13.10 42.91

20203 21103 caicos azure 8.29 34.58

20204 21104 tortola gold 16.86 48.09

20205 21105 bahamas orange 12.50 41.99

20206 21106 green turtle 10.82 39.27

20207 21107 st lucia night 4.02 23.75

20208 21108 belize greige 12.13 41.43

20209 N/A trinidad sea 11.39 40.24

20210 21110 bellamy red 6.35 30.27

20211 21111 barthelemy green 3.44 21.74

20212 21112 marie galante purple 5.13 27.10

20213 21113 serranilla stone 6.16 29.82

20214 21114 st martin sands 19.69 51.49

20220 21120 barbados blue 6.23 29.98

20223 N/A nevis blue 9.82 37.52

20225 N/A saona sage 10.77 39.19

20230 N/A grenada grey 5.78 28.86

20242 21142 antigua steel 10.06 37.96

20245 21145 dominica dawn 11.93 41.11

20246 N/A tobago sands 14.42 44.82

20249 21149 martinique maroon 3.96 23.55

20252 21152 nassau skies 8.30 34.60

20253 21153 key west blue 2.69 18.77

20254 21154 puerto rico purple 6.65 30.99

20258 N/A panama brown 4.96 26.63

20259 21159 montserrat black 2.07 15.88

20260 N/A st kitts basalt 2.91 19.68

20701 21201 multiline ibiza blue 5.57 28.30

20702 21202 multiline pacific green 8.36 34.73

20703 21203 multiline melanesia grey 8.11 34.21

20704 21204 multiline polynesia beige 13.70 43.80

20705 21205 multiline mauritius mauve 4.65 25.71

20706 21206 multiline reunion terracotta 7.70 33.36

20707 21207 multiline tenerife black 5.80 28.91

20601 N/A online atlantic cobalt 5.16 27.19

20602 N/A online cyclades jade 6.60 30.88

20603 N/A online tahitian pearl 10.45 38.64

20604 N/A online sardinian coral 5.34 27.69

20605 N/A online pamanzi earth 9.02 36.02

20606 N/A online baltic amber 9.24 36.44

LRV values for tivoli
Please note: not all colours are availabe in plank size



ZIGAZAGA
CHEVRON RIBBED POLYPROPYLENE MATTING

Indoor/Outdoor Heavy Duty Chevron Herringbone Ribbed Polypropylene Carpeting – Waffle Backed

SPECIFICATION

Use Recommendations Entrance Matting for Shops, Office, Public Buildings, Hotels, Public Houses, Schools, Leisure 
Centres, Libraries, Post Offices, Universities, Theatres etc

Technical Details

Manufacturing Process  ISO 2424 Needled pile floor covering

Surface Aspect Dessin

Pile yarn composition 100% PP

Backing ISO 2424 Wafel Back

Pile Weight 1150 g/m² ± 7.5%

Total Weight ISO 8543 2110 g/m² ± 7.5%

Pile Height 4.2 mm ± 0.5 mm  

Total Height ISO 1766 9.8 mm ± 7.5%

Thickness 10mm

Availability Rolls 25m approx. x 2m wide
Cut lengths x 2m wide

Installation Ideally fully adhered to dry, sooth subfloors with approved adhesive, but can be looselaid, if 
necessary, in matwells or as protective runners. Easily cut to size without fraying.

Maintenance We recommend daily vacuuming with suction attachment for best appearance retention 
and longer wearing life. For periodic maintenance the best results can be achieved by the 
periodic use of a spray or dry extraction carpet cleaning machine or, where possible, by the 
removal of the matting for pressure washing or steam cleaning.

The use of a mild detergent (neutral pH) cleaning solution in the carpet cleaning machine 
should loosen ingrained soiling and aid the removal of oils and grease. More stubborn stains
should be treated a solvent based spot remover prior to re-cleaning with the detergent 
solution.

Chewing Gum can be removed by freeze spraying or with a proprietary chewing gum 
remover and then scraped or combed out of the matting carpet pile. This should be done 
before the full cleaning process is started.

Jaymart Rubber & Plastics Ltd, Roman Way, Crusader Park, Warminster, Wiltshire BA12 8SP
Tel: 01985 218994  Fax: 01985 217417  Email: sales@jaymart.co.uk

Web: www.jaymart.co.uk


